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CONFORMAL DISTORTION OF BOUNDARY SETS

D. H. HAMILTON

ABSTRACT. Conformal maps / of the disk into itself have the property that

dim/_1(ir) < dimF for any set F on the unit circle.

1. Introduction. A common theme in complex analysis is the estimation of the

Hausdorff dimension of special sets, for example the limit set of a Fuchsian group

or the support of harmonic measure. A connecting link is the boundary distortion

caused by conformal maps. For instance let / map the unit disk D conformally

onto a fundamental region fi of a Fuchsian group. A classical lemma of Lowner

[10] shows that the length of fi fl 3D is greater than /_1(fi fl 3D); however if the

latter is zero this is of no use for estimating Hausdorff dimension. We prove

THEOREM 1. For any conformal map f on D, with /(D) C D and set E C 3D

with angular limits f(E) C 3D we have

dim(/(£)) >dim(£).

The result is provided not by a distortion theorem for Hausdorff measures but

from an estimate for a-capacities. Recall that the inner a-capacity Ca(E) of a set

E is defined by means of kernels

ka(t)= ( '^    Q = °'
V ;      1 l/ta, 0<a< 1,

so that

GQ(£) = fc-1 jinf jj    ka([x-y\)dp(x)dp(y)\,

where the infimum is taken over all probability measures p supported by compact

subsets of E (see Carleson [5]).

Now let S^ be the family of functions / one-to-one analytic on D, satisfying

/(0) = 0. Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of

THEOREM 2. Suppose that for f E S? we have /(D) C D and some E C 3D

with angular limits f(E) E 3D.  Then for 0 < a < 1

Ca(f(E)) > \f'(0)\-"2Ca(E).

REMARKS. The case a = 0 is due to Pommerenke (see [18, p. 348]).

Actually our results are somewhat more general than the case /(D) C D and

f(E) C 3D.  Suppose that for a general Riemann mapping /: D —► fi there is a
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Dinismooth curve 7 outside fi so that f(E) c 7. By composition of conformal maps

we deduce dim( f(E)) > dim(^). This may be compared with a result of Markov

[12] who proves for arbitrary / and E C 3D dim(f(E)) > ip(dimE), where tp is an

increasing function with tp(t) > 2t/(l + t) as t —► 1. This sharpens a classical result

of Beurling [3] that \p(t) > t/2. Beurling also proved that Co(f(E)) = 0 implies

Co(E) = 0. We extend Beurling's theory to general capacities.

DEFINITION 1. Let h: R -» R be absolutely monotone, i.e., h,h',h",... are

positive. Define kernel k(t) = h(log(l/t)) and inner capacity

Ch(E) = fc"1 jinf jj    k([x-y[)dp(x)dp(y)\,

where the infimum is taken over probability measures p supported on compact

subsets of E. We say that such a capacity is admissible if f0 h(log(l/t))tdt < 00.

Carleson [5] studied such capacities in the case that h is monotone.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that the capacities Cj (j = 1,2) derived from kernels

h(log(l/t3)) are admissible. Then for any function f(z) = X)^Loa™0_" univalent

in {[z\ > 1} and for any E C 3D

Cy(f(E))>{C2(E)Y'2.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that h is strongly monotone with polynomial growth.

Then for any f univalent on D and E C 3D we have Ch(E) = 0 whenever

Ch(f(E)) = 0.

Beurling also studied the set E E 3D on which a univalent function could be

zero, showing that Cq(E) = 0. On the other hand Carleson [4] shows that sets of

positive logarithmic capacity need not be sets of uniqueness for the Dirichlet class.

In [1] it was asked if Cq(E) > 0 and fy = f2 on E for fj E 5? implies fy = f2. We
show that there is a set E E 3D of dimension 1 which is not a set of uniqueness

for S?. Here there is a strong connection between fixed sets of S" and zero sets of

Holder classes, (see also Doppel, Koditz and Timman [6]). In particular E is the

fixed set of an analytic flow if and only if E is a Carleson set, i.e. E has length zero

and if its complementary subarcs have lengths /„ satisfying J2^nlog(l/ln) < 00.

2. Outline of the proof. The idea of the proof is easy to explain when we

assume that the conformal map /:D-»D has smooth extension to D.

First we use an inequality of Nehari (see §4) which holds for / E S* and /(D) C

D. In the case that / is smooth on 3D and E c 3D is mapped into 3D the Nehari

inequality may be transformed to

IL,og KraidA(I) dm - SLlog pqadX(x]"%)
for all real measures X (supported on E) which are admissible, i.e.,

//     log- dX(x) dX(y) < 00.
JJee     \x-y\

Now as E, f(E) C 3D the kernels are positive semidefinite so we may use a lemma

of Schur (see §3) to "exponentiate" the inequalities. Thus we get for 0 < a < 1

ff      dX(x)dX(y) ff    dX(x)dX(y)
JJEE\f{x)-f{y)\a ~ JJee   \*-y\a
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for all admissible measures A, i.e.,

ff    dX(x)dX(y)  ^^
JJee    \x-y\a

We then let A be a sequence of probability measures such that

//„^-*«w»-
and thus from the definition of a-capacity

Unfortunately this does not work very well in general. We need to approximate E

by sets in D and then take care of the fact that our kernels are no longer positive

semidefinite.

One might also expect to prove Theorem 1 from a result for Hausdorff measures.

However it is not true that if / 6 S" maps D into D and E C 3D into 3D that

A(f(E)) > A(E) for any Hausdorff measure A. For instance there are / mapping

sets E of positive logarithmic measure (but zero logarithmic capacity) to a single

point. Consequently the method of Lowner's inequality will not work.

3. Quadratic inequalities. The method of exponentiating quadratic inequal-

ties based on a lemma of Schur was introduced by Lowner [10] and FitzGerald [7].

Hamilton [9] introduced a continuous version for boundary value problems.

Let A = (aij)nxn be ny. n complex matrices. The previous theory depends on

two notions of Schur for A symmetric, B hermitian positive definite

(i) Schur product AB = (aijbij)nxn,

(ii) Schur inequality A < B:

n      n n      n

(!) J2 XI °«Xi xj■ - J2J2 kj^j
i=yj=y i=yj=y

for all Xy,..., Xn E C.

The fundamental result is A < B => A2 < B2. In this paper we have the slightly

different situation of real symmetric matrices and the inequality

n      n n     n

(2) ^ J^ OijXiXj < J2 ]C hi3XiX3
i=l j=l i = l j = l

for all real Xy,... ,Xn. Furthermore we know that A and B are positive semidefinite.

LEMMA 1.   For all real Xy,...,Xn and m = 1,2,...

i = lj=\ i=lj=l

This is easily proved by induction noting that the Schur product is commutative:

assuming Bm~l - Am~l > 0 and multiplying by A > 0 Schur's lemma for products

gives ABm~l - Am > 0. On the other hand B - A > 0 and multiplying by Bm~l

gives Bm - Bm~1A > 0. Adding these two gives Bm - Am > 0, which proves the

lemma.
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LEMMA 2.   For any absolutely monotone function h(t):

n     n n      n

(3) J^ J2 h(aij)XiXj < XHZ h(btj)XtXj.
i=lj=l i=lj=l

for all Xy,...,Xn E R.

This lemma follows by induction from Lemma 1 for all polynomials h(t) with

positive coefficients. Thus by approximation it holds for h(t) = eat, a > 0. Finally

it is well known that for any absolutely monotone h

/•OO

h(t) = /     eat dp(a)
Jo

for some positive measure p, which together with the above consideration proves

(3).
Actually we need to consider continuous versions of (3).

LEMMA 3. Suppose that A, B are real symmetric continuous on D2 and for any

real-valued continuous function X(x) having compact support on D we have

( ffA(x,y)X(x)X(y)[dx[2\dy\2>0,

1 ' I ffB(x,y)X(x)X(y)[dx[2[dy[2>0,

(5) j j B(x,y)X(x)X(y)[dx\2[dy\2 > j j A(x,y)X(x)X(y)[dx[2[dy[2.

Then for any absolutely monotone function h(t)

(6) j j h(B(x,y))X(x)X(y)[dx[2\dy\2 > jjh(A(x,y))X(x)X(y)\dx\2\dy\2

for all real-valued continuous X(x) with compact support.

This is proved from Lemma 2 by approximating with Riemann sums (see Hamil-

ton [9]). Further approximation arguments show that we may allow A, B to have

singularities and A to be a suitable measure. Carleson [5] considers kernels with

singularities of the form k(t) = log 1/t and establishes potential theory for kernels

h(k). Carleson requires that /0 h(log l/t)tdt < oo. Consequently we have a class

of admissible real measures p satisfying

ff     h flog ——) |dA(z)||dA(y)| < oo,
JJdd   \     \x-y\J

i.e. the potential / h(log(l/\x - y[))dX(x) has finite energy.   Putting these facts

together we get

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that A,B are real symmetric on D2, continuous ex-

cept on the diagonal. Let

|A(x,y)H-|B(x,y)| <ClogT-^—r.
\x - y\

Then if (4), (5) are satisfied and h is any absolutely monotone function such that

/i(log(l/|2|))€L1(R2) we have

jj h(B(x, y)) dX(x) dX(y) > jj h(A(x, y)) dX(x) dX(y)

for all real admissible measures supported on compact subsets of ID.
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4. Golusin and Nehari inequalities. The following two quadratic inequali-

ties are essential.

THEOREM A (GOLUSIN [17]). Suppose that f(z) = z + Y^=i anZ~n *« uni-

valent in fi = {|z| > 1}. Then for any points z E fl (j = 1,... ,n) and complex

numbers Xy,..., An

n     n ff    \       f     \ n     n ,

£X>H^ £y;y>*,,og_^.
Z=l J = l J 1=1 j = l ' ■"

THEOREM B  (NEHARI [13]).   Suppose that f ES", /(D) C D.  Then

„,ffl    X    Ino-     /'(0)^/c    f(z3)-f(Zk)l-f(z3)J(zV)

for all z„,...,zn E D and Ai,..., An E R.

The proof of continuous versions is immediate.

Lemma 4. For f eS^, /(D) c D

ff    ^g..    l/,(°)zy| _..A(z)A(i,)|ds|2|dy|2
/Idd     l(a;-j/)(i-a;y)l

> //    log-l/(3:)/(y)l-=A(x)A(2/)|dx|2|d2/|2
JJoo      \(f(x)-f(y))(l-f(x)f(y)[

for all real continuous X supported on a compact subset o/D.

The quadratic inequality of Lemma B may be rearranged to give

T Tx3Xk fog_l^)^)'    _

< Wa a w—i^Pi£i£iL_

+±x>g^^n,
(i — ̂i■)

which on keeping 27 in a fixed compact subset of D and using an approximation

argument we can ensure that the diagonal sum tends to zero as n —► oo. A similar

argument yields

LEMMA 5. Suppose that f(z) = zE^Li""2"™ ?s univalent in fi = {|z| > 1}.

Then for any complex continuous X compactly supported on fi

Iff    X(x)X(y)logf{x)~m\dx\2\dy\2
\JJnn x~y

< ffnnMimiogjr-LJ-)ldM>]dy?.

Unfortunately the kernels of Lemma 5 are not (quite) positive semidefinite. Con-

sequently we need to restrict our attention to a subset of D where the kernels are

"nearly" positive semidefinite.
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5. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Without loss of generality we restrict our

attention to compact sets E E 3D, with Ch(E) > 0. In particular Cq(E) > 0. For

any e > 0 choose an open set E which is the union of Stolz angles with vertices on

E such that E and fE are subsets of the annulus {1 — e < |,z| < 1} and there is a

compact F E E with

\Ch(E) - Ch(F)\ < 6,

and provided Ch(f (E)) < oo,

\Ch(f(E))-Ch(f(F))\<6.

First we note

LEMMA 6.   The kernel log(l/|l — xy[) is positive semidefinite on D.

We write

/   log—l       dp(y) = J2-xn,
Jr>       (i-xy) ^ n

where pn = / yn dp(y). Hence as p is real

re 1 °°   I      |2

jU0gI^W)Mx)My)=E^r

for which we take real parts to get the required result.

Also we prove

LEMMA 7.   The kernel log |(1 — xy)/(x — y)[ is positive semidefinite on D.

Let us define G(x,y) = log |(1 - xy)/(x - y)\, i.e., the Green's function of D.

Thus by Riesz representation of harmonic functions (see [5]) if we define

u(x) = I   G(x,y)dp(y),
Jd

provided dp = p(y)\dy\2 where p is C2 then Aw = (—2n)p and u = 0 on 3D.

Consequently from Green's formulae

f f 1 — xv
/ /      log -   dp(x) dp(y)
JJdd      I x-y |

= (-2tt) /   wAu|dx|2
Jd

= (2tt) / |Vu|2|dx|2 >0,
./D

which proves the lemma.

Thus combining these results

LEMMA 8.   The kernel log(l/|(a; - y)(l — xy)\) is positive semidefinite on D.

This follows from writing the kernel as

1 ,       i - xy
21ogT-—— +log -y-

|l-zy| x-y

which are positive kernels by the previous lemma.
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Finally we deal with the log \xy\ terms. We restrict our attention to a thin

annulus A: {1—6 < \x\, \y[ < 1}. Now (even on A) log \xy[ has positive and negative

eigenvalues, so we find a kernel K(x,y,e) on A such that log|xy| + K(x,y,e) and

log[f(x)f(y)[ + K(x,y,e) are positive semidefinite on A; also we require that

lim sup [K(x, y,e)[ = 0.
e-o A

To do this we use spectral resolution of the real symmetric kernel log|xt/|. On

L2(A) the operator Sfg = /^{log |zw|}a(w)|du|2 spans a space with basis 1, log |x|.

Thus Sf has rank 2 and

log[xy[ = Xy(py(x)(f>y(y) + X2<j)2(x)(jj2(y)

where Xj, 4>j are eigenvalues and orthonormal eigenfunctions of Sf. Suppose that

Ai > 0 and A2 < 0. Then we set

K(x,y,e) = -X2qb2(x)(p2(y)

and we shall see later that it has the required properties. First we need to estimate

the Xj. It is clear that we need only consider the effect of SC on functions of the

form

g(y) = a + /3log\y\.

Then

Sfg = (rya + r2/3) + (r0a + ry/3) log |x|

where

T0 = f 1 ■ \dy[2,    Ty = f log \y[[dy[2
J A J A

and

t2= f(log[y[)2[dy\2.
J A

Consequently the equation for eigenvalues is

Ty    t2] \a] _    \a

Jo nl M~Ak ■
First we estimate the Tj to 0(e5); a simple computation yields

LEMMA 9.   Under the above notation

t0 = 2tt (e - \e2),

r2 = 2ttj + 0(e5).

A direct computation now yields the eigenvalues (j = 1,2)

A;  =Ty+ (-1)3 y/T0~T2~
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Next we compute the eigenfunctions

tPj =Oj + Pjlog\x\.

For j = 1 we solve

(73e2 + "') ¥ + •■■ Ul      [0"

.    -      (^+...)JW = W-
Thus we can solve to get

xpy= (-sfie)+log[y[.

Then

/ \rpy\2\dy[2 = 3e2r0 - 2>/3eri + t2
J A

= 27re3 (3 + n/3 + § + • • •) .

Consequently the normalized eigenfunction is

= -e~"2 +     -£-3/2 log \y\

yj2n(l + l/V^+k)      tJ2tv(3 + V3+±)

In particular we have, for x,y E A, Xyd)y(x)<fiy(y) = 0(s2£~1) = O(e) as log |x| =

0(e) on A. We then obtain a similar result for the other eigenvalue. Let us

summarize this in

LEMMA 10.   As e ^0; x,y E {1 -e < \z[ < 1}.

^j4>j(x)<t>3(y) = 0(e).

In particular we see that the function K(x,y,e) is 0(e).

LEMMA 11.   The following kernels are positive semidefinite on {1—e < [x\, [y\ <

!}'■

Ky = log |zy| + K(x, y, e),    K2 = K(x, y, e).

This is because, by explicit construction, the eigenvalue of Kj is (—l)J+1Aj.

Next we consider the kernel log |/(a;)/(y)|- It would be most complicated to follow

through the above procedure; however by change of variables we can easily reduce

to the above case.   Also we need to observe that we are restricting ourselves to

x,yEE,f(E)E{l-e<[z[<l}.

LEMMA 12.   The following kernels are positive semidefinite on E:

K3 = log\f(x)f(y)\ + K(f(x),f(y),e),

K4 = K(f(x),f(y),e).

To prove this we observe that

K3 = Ky(f(x),f(y)) = XyMfWMttv))

and

KA = X2<p2(f(x))<p2(f(y))

and each of these is positive semidefinite.

REMARKS. If Ky,K2 had contained more than one eigenfunction the above

substitution would not have worked. Finally we have, analogous to Lemma 10,
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LEMMA 13.  As e-*0, x,yEE Kj(x,y) = 0(e).

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. We add

jj(K2(x,y) + K4(x,y))X(x)X(y)\dx\2\dy[2

to both sides of the quadratic inequality of Lemma 4, to obtain for admissible A:

f f_A(x,y)X(x)X(y)\dx\2\dy[2
J J EE

< ff(B(x,y) + log\f'(0)\)X(x)X(y)[dx\2\dy[2
J J EE

< ffB(x,y)X(x)X(y)[dx[2[dy[2,
J J EE

as |/'(0)| < 1. Now

A(x,y) = log-\MIM-=^ + K2 + Ki
[(f(x)-f(y))(l-f(x)f(y))\

and

B(x, y) = log r--^    _   , +K2+ K4.
\(x - y)(l - xy)\

By our previous lemmas, A and B are positive semidefinite. Thus we may apply

Proposition 1, i.e., for any absolutely monotone h with h(log(l/[z[)) E L1(R2),

letting h0(t) = h(t/2)

jj h0(A(x, y)) dX(x) dX(y) < jj h0(B(x, y)) dX(x) dX(y)

for all admissible real measures dA. Next we note that for any 6 > 0, there is an

e > 0 and an E such that

HA(x,y)) = ho (log mx)^m]2)+0(6),

h(B(x, y)) = h0 flog r^-^r) + 0(6)
\     \x-yV)

uniformly on E. This follows from Lemma 13 and the definition of E. Consequently

we have

ILX^ mzhm)dX{z)im
s/4*(losra),"w''A(!')+ow

for any measure p with

fLh{^^dxlx]dXW

finite. We now let our measures be probability measures supported by F. In

particular let A„ be a sequence such that

//?/(l0gl^)dAn(X)dA"(2/)
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tends toward the infimum. Thus by the above inequality

inf ff h flog r^—) dX(x) dX(y)
x JJf(F)f(F)   \     \x-y\/

<ini ff    /zflog,    *    , ) dX(x)dX(y) + 6.
x JJff   \    \x-y\J

Consequently recalling the construction of F, letting 6 —► 0 and taking eh of both

sides gives us a generalization of Theorem 2:

PROPOSITION 2.   Suppose that f ES7, /(D) C D and E E 3D with f(E) C
3D.  Then for any admissible capacity

Ch(f(E)) > Ch(E).

This is not quite a generalization of Theorem 1 because we lost our |/'(0)| factor.

To prove Theorem 1 we begin with

ff    Ay(x, y) dX(x) dX(y) < ff    B(x, y) dX(x) dX(y)
JJee JJee

where Ai = A(x,y) + log(l/|/'(0)|) which is positive semidefinite. We then follow

through the previous method with explicit function h(t) = eat and pick up the

extra factor.

Theorem 1 follows immediately from Frostman's relation between capacity and

Hausdorff measure (see [5]).

6. Proof of Theorem 3. The argument here is similar to the previous section

so we just sketch it. We use the continuous form of the Golusin inequalty to write

|//AWA(y)l0gLfR^^|2|dy|2

< jj X(x)X(y) log^_\/x_^[dx[2[dy[2

+ \ff X(x)X(y)log—— \dx\2[dy[2
[JJ \x-y\

for all real-valued continuous A compactly supported on fi. Then as in §2 we restrict

ourselves to A supported on{l<|z|<l+e}.

From an approximation argument similar to that of §2

log i-r = !og -r.-7-f-=\ + A(x, y, e),
\x-y\ \l-l/xy\

where A(x,y,e) —* 0 uniformly as e —* 0. Thus we get

//AWA(y)l0gl7^F7^1^121^12

<2||A(x)A(;/)log|i_1i/3;_||dx|2ldi/|2

+ \jj X(x)X(y)A(x,y,e)\dx[2[dy[2
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where A(x, y, e) uniformly tends to 0 as e —* 0, and is positive semidefinite. Now any

such quadratic inequality for real kernels implies the same inequality with complex

X(x) supported in {1 < \z[ < 1 + e}, see FitzGerald and Horn [8]. Consequently

for any complex-valued continuous A(z) compactly supported on {1 < |z| < 1 + e}\

//AWA(»)logU5P7Mw2H

< JJMxWv) {log |t _ l/t-p + A(x.))'} \dxf\dy\*.

We may then "exponentiate" this expression in accordance with Schur's lemma.

Thus for any absolutely monotone function h

|//*(*«»)<. {■os^^t^Jm'I*!'

< // A(i)A(»)ft {log     _ ' } \dxf\dy? + 0(c).

for all continuous positive X(x) supported in {1 < \z\ < 1 + e}, and satisfying

/ A(:r)|d:r|2 = 1. To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we take sets E E {1 < \z[ <

1 + e} such that Ch(E) is approximated by Ch(E), and Ch(f(E)) by Ch(f(E)).
Thus the proof in this section is just a slight variation of that in the previous section.

Finally we prove the Corollary. Notice that if h has slow growth then for any

set E:
C2(E)>Cy(E)n.

To see this one simply inspects the kernels. Consequently by Theorem 3 Ch(f(E)) =

0 implies Ch(E) =0.

7. Fixed points of conformal maps. Carleson sets are exactly the zero

sets of the class Aa of functions h(z) analytic on D and Holder continuous with

exponent a, 0 < a < 1, on D, see [4].

Now we define the concept of a holomorphic conformal flow. We say that a class

of functions fx E S*', with parameter {|A| < 1} is a holomorphic flow if

(i) fx(z) is holomorphic in A E D for fixed z.

(ii) fo(z) = z.
The importance of holomorphic flows comes from quasiconformal theory. A set

E c 3D is a fixed set for a holomorphic flow fx if fx(z) = z for z E E, |A| < 1.

PROPOSITION 3. A set E c 3D of positive capacity is a fixed set for a holo-

morphic conformal flow if and only if E is a Carleson set.

Now if E is a Carleson set there is a nontrivial h E Ay with h(0) = 0, ||/V||oo < 1

and h(z) = 0 on E. Then we set

fx(z) = z + Xh(z)

and note that for |A| < 1, z3 E D

\fx(zy)-fx(z2)\>[Zy-Z2\(l-[X\\\h'\[00),

which implies that fx E Sf.
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Conversely, if fx is a holomorphic conformal flow then by the A-lemma of Bers

and Royden [2], fx(z) has a quasiconformal extension to C for |A| < 1. Conse-

quently, E is a zero set of the Holder continuous function fx(z) — z. Therefore E

is a Carleson set.

The theorem shows that any Carleson set is a set of nonuniqueness for S".

We now display a Carleson set of dimension 1. It is easier to think of 3D with

normalized arc length as the interval (0,1). We construct a Cantor set. At the first

stage, remove an open interval Iy of length (1 — ai), etc., so that at the nth stage

we get a set En consisting of 2" subarcs of length ay ■ ■ an-i(l - cn)/2n. To see

that E is a Carleson set, note \E\ < aty ■ ■ ■ an and

£^l0g(/-l) = £(Qi . ..ani)(1 _ an)l0g(ai...ttw_i)(1_an).

Let us choose an = 1 — n_1//2. Then as n —> oo

ai • • • an —► 0

while

£ kn fog(^) < Cy £> - l)eC-"V2  < CO.

J

On the other hand E has dimension 1 since if the aj are constant a < 1, dimE =

log 2/ log ^. However the Hausdorff dimension of E is not affected by finitely many

aj. Thus as an —► 1 we get dimE = 1.

If we have / E S?, with /(D) C D then Theorem 1 says that any fixed set must

have zero capacity. We now use the Lowner differential equation to generate fixed

sets E E 3D of flows ft E S", 0 < t < 1, and /t(D) C D.

PROPOSITION 4.   Let p(z) be analytic on D, and

(i) p(z) =0, ZEE,

(ii) p(0) = 1, Rep > 0 on D,

(iii) p(z) has modulus of continuity oj(t) on D satisfying

f1   dt
/      —TT = OO.
Jo   WW

Then the solution of the system ft = —ftP(ft), fo(z) = z is univalent on ID,

continuously differentiable with respect to t on D, and satisfies ft(z) = z for z E E.

We do not include the complete details of the proof since it is only a variation of

the standard one for the Lowner equation, see [18]. The existence and uniqueness of

solutions of first-order systems can be proved under assumption (iii), the so-called

Osgood condition. The uniqueness of solutions implies ft is one-to-one on D.

Finally we observe that Propositions 3 and 4 actually have an application to

"peak sets" of Holder classes. Recall that E c 3D is a peak set of a function h

analytic on D, continuous on D, if Re/i > 0 on D but h(z) = 0 on E. B. A. Taylor

and D. Williams [18] prove that the peak set of the Lipschitz class Ay is a finite set,

while Noell and Wolff [15] prove that every peak set of Aa has (1 - a) Hausdorff

measure zero. These peak sets are closely related to the fixed points of Proposition

4.  Observe that E is a peak set of p implies E is a fixed set for ft.  We define a
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general class of functions Aw as follows. Aw consists of functions h analytic on D

with modulus of continuity w(t). Now if /0 dt/co(t) = oo then Au falls between Ay

and n<*<i Aa- Thus by Proposition 4 any peak set of Au is a fixed set for S, with

/(D) C D. Consequently from Theorem 1 we deduce

COROLLARY 2.   Let E be a peak set of Au, where f0 dt/ui = oo.  Then Co(E) =

0.
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